departmental leadership in higher education worldcat.org - get this from a library departmental leadership in higher education peter t knight paul r trowler suitable for those who have or will have a role in leading departments or teams in higher education institutions this book examines the ways in which mainstream leadership thinking does and does not apply to departments and teams in higher education institutions it offers a way of looking at the practice of leading rather than presenting a selection of tools or tips and it contains extensive practical advice, departmental leadership in higher education eric - knight peter t trowler paul r this book examines the ways that mainstream leadership thinking does and does not apply to departments and teams in higher education institutions it offers a way of looking at the practice of leading rather than presenting a selection of tools or tips and it contains extensive practical advice, departmental leadership in higher education book 2000 - get this from a library departmental leadership in higher education peter knight paul trowler this book is primarily aimed at those who have or will have a role in leading departments or teams in higher education institutions it examines the ways in which mainstream leadership thinking, departmental leadership in higher education open - knight peter t and trowler paul r 2001 departmental leadership in higher education buckingham uk society for research into higher education open university press, departmental leadership in higher education new - ty book t1 departmental leadership in higher education new directions for communities of practice au knight p au trowler paul r n1 the role of hods in universities is little studied in the uk this book is one of the few attempts here in contrast to the us to address this and does so in a theoretically informed way, departmental leadership in higher education peter t - on the other had knight and trowler 2001 made it clear that academic leadership in higher education is central driver in striving toward academic excellence and in turn high institutional